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Abstract

Recent evidence has implicated collagen, particularly fibrillar collagen, in a number of diseases 

ranging from osteogenesis imperfecta and asthma to breast and ovarian cancer. A key property of 

collagen that has been correlated with disease has been the alignment of collagen fibers. Collagen 

can be visualized using a variety of imaging techniques including second-harmonic generation 

(SHG) microscopy, polarized light microscopy, and staining with dyes or antibodies. However, 

there exists a great need to easily and robustly quantify images from these modalities for 

individual fibers in specified regions of interest and with respect to relevant boundaries. Most 

currently available computational tools rely on calculation of pixel-wise orientation or global 

window-wise orientation that do not directly calculate or give visible fiber-wise information and 

do not provide relative orientation against boundaries. We describe and detail how to use a freely 

available, open-source MATLAB software framework that includes two separate but linked 

packages “CurveAlign” and “CT-FIRE” that can address this need by either directly extracting 

individual fibers using an improved fiber tracking algorithm or directly finding optimal 

representation of fiber edges using the curvelet transform. This curvelet-based framework allows 

the user to measure fiber alignment on a global, region of interest, and fiber basis. Additionally, 

users can measure fiber angle relative to manually or automatically segmented boundaries. This 

tool does not require prior experience of programming or image processing and can handle 

multiple files, enabling efficient quantification of collagen organization from biological datasets.
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1. Introduction

Fibrillar collagens are one of the prominent extracellular matrix components. Studies have 

shown that specific changes in collagen alignment play an important role in contributing to 

the mechanical properties of tissues [1–4] and are associated with disease progression as 

shown in breast [5–7] and pancreatic [8–10] cancers.

Image analysis methods suitable for quantifying fibrillar collagen alignment and orientation 

are generally based on the intensity derivatives [11–16] or intensity variation [17], Fourier 

transform [18–22] or Hough transform [23, 24] or directional filters [25–27], or fiber 

tracking algorithm [28–31]. Derivative-based methods can usually yield pixel-wise 

orientation and require additional steps to detect fiber edges. The filter or transform-based 

methods can usually only yield global measurements for a window with a given size and 

would be time-consuming to yield pixel-wise orientation. Fiber tracking algorithms use fiber 

propagation criteria based on, for example, local fiber center location and orientation to form 

individual fibers and are usually computationally demanding and have been challenged in 

extracting complex fiber networks.

Given the importance of fiber alignment and the need for transparency on how it is being 

quantified, an emphasis of the collagen research community has been to develop open-

source approaches rather than closed-source proprietary tools. Besides being freely available 

with fewer barriers to use and adaption, open-source tools allow for one to examine the 

algorithms being used to assure the best results and also allow programmers to adapt or 

reuse code in their specific workflows. Also, software licenses of most open-source 

scientific programming efforts are commercially friendly opening up opportunities for 

adaptation by commercial imaging tools.

Currently freely available open-source software tools for collagen alignment quantification 

include the ImageJ [32] plug-ins “FibrilTool” [15] and “Orientation J” [13, 33], the 

MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) stand-alone applications “CytoSpectre” [34, 35], 

“CurveAlign” [25, 31, 36], and “CT-FIRE” [37, 38]. FibrilTool is based on the first 

derivative and borrows the concept of local nematic tensor as applied in the field of liquid 

crystal physics. It calculates the main orientation and alignment of the fibers within the 

region of interest (ROI) by using the average local nematic tensors over an ROI. This tool 

needs manual involvement to evaluate the results and to choose ROIs that are suitable for 

analysis. Hence, it can be time-consuming for high-throughput processing. Orientation J 

uses the first derivative and a Gaussian weighting function to construct a structure tensor 

commonly used in the field of image processing. It calculates the orientation and anisotropy 

information for each pixel and has additional steps to identify pixels belonging to a fiber and 

assign a weight to elongated structures for orientation calculation. This tool involves manual 

operation to annotate the ROI and is convenient for processing a single image or an image 

stack, but it is not trivial to process a large number of images. CytoSpectre uses Fourier 

transform-based spectrum analysis to extract the orientation and its anisotropy within a 

specified window. It does not require additional pre-or post-processing steps, is highly robust 
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to background noise, and can be easily used for processing multiple images. However, this 

tool can only provide global information rather than the localized fiber measurements.

Here, we describe the latest version of CurveAlign (CurveAlign 4.0), which provides a 

powerful and comprehensive platform for quantifying fibrillar collagen on a global, ROI, 

and fiber basis. The development of this program was driven by our active work in 

characterizing the role of collagen organization in disease [4–10, 31, 38–45]. This software 

platform uses two fiber analysis methods, CT-FIRE [38] and curvelets fiber representation 

(CFR) [25]. While these analysis methods can be downloaded and used as separate tools, we 

will here refer to the “CurveAlign” platform where CurveAlign can be run in both the CT-

FIRE and CFR modes. CT-FIRE first uses the curvelet transform (CT) [46] to de-noise the 

image and enhance the fiber edges and then uses a fiber tracking algorithm (FIRE) [29] to 

form individual fiber networks, which includes major steps of fiber boundary detection, fiber 

center point identification, fiber extension from the center points, short fiber removal, and 

fiber network creation. While CFR does not extract individual fibers, it uses the curvelets in 

CT to directly represent the edges of fiber segments since curvelets have high-resolution 

information about their scale, location, and orientation and can optimally represent the local 

curve-like shapes. In contrast to other comparable methods, CFR does not need to add 

additional steps to detect fiber edges as in many pixel-wise approaches or to assume that 

spatial frequency of pixel intensity change can represent the fiber distribution as in the 

Fourier transform-based approach. In addition, measuring relative angle of the collagen 

fibers with respect to a boundary of interest, such as the tumor-stroma interface [5], is an 

important image analysis capability but is not available in the tools briefly mentioned above 

except for CurveAlign. Specifically, alignment can be calculated as angle relative to 

manually drawn boundaries or boundaries segmented through computational means [31]. 

Moreover, since fiber-wise orientation is calculated, CurveAlign also calculates alignment 

related to each fiber or fiber segments besides the alignment for a full image and an ROI. 

That is, each fiber or fiber segment has features related to alignment of specified 

surrounding rectangular regions (called box alignment) or nearest number of fibers (named 

nearest alignment) as described in detail in our previous publication [31].

CurveAlign capabilities have been successfully applied to numerous studies of collagen 

alignment. For example, the CT-FIRE module has been used to quantify fiber alignment in 

SHG images acquired from human pancreatic histology tissues. This enabled Drifka and 

colleagues to determine that stromal collagen alignment is significantly higher in pancreatic 

cancer compared to normal and chronic pancreatitis tissue [9]. Moreover, it was discovered 

that the degree of collagen alignment in pancreatic tumors correlates with patient survival 

[10]. A demonstration of CurveAlign in CT-FIRE mode, without a boundary for both a full 

image and ROI-based analysis, in pancreatic tissue [9] is shown in Fig. 1. CurveAlign has 

also been used in breast cancer research: for example, in CFR mode to quantify collagen 

alignment in breast cancer tissue where it indicated significantly less aligned fibers after 

treatment of a tumor [47]. It was also used in an in vitro study of breast carcinoma cells in 

3D culture to show how the angle of fibers with respect to the boundaries formed by groups 

of cells differs under varying culture conditions and pharmacological perturbations [44]. In 

CT-FIRE mode, it was used to automatically quantify both the angle with respect to a 

boundary and localized fiber-based relative alignments, which are important factors in 
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human breast carcinoma prognosis [31]. A demonstration of using both CT-FIRE mode and 

CFR mode for quantification of relative angle and ROI-based alignment is shown in Fig. 2.

There are three kinds of alignments calculated in CurveAlign: (1) alignment with respect to 

the horizontal named “angle” or “orientation,” ranging from 0 to 180°; (2) alignment with 

respect to a boundary named “relative angle” or “relative orientation,” ranging from 0 to 

90°; and (3) alignment of fibers with respect to each other named “alignment coefficient,” 

ranging from 0 to 1. In CurveAlign, to calculate the alignment coefficient, the angle is first 

multiplied by 2 to map to the orientation range of [0–2π], and then the alignment coefficient 

is calculated as the normalized vector sum of orientation vectors or mean resultant vector 

length in circular statistics. The alignment coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating 

perfectly aligned fibers, and smaller values representing more randomly distributed fibers. 

To be noted, the alignment coefficient indicates the dispersity of the fiber orientations and 

has been defined in different ways or terms, such as anisotropy index [21] based on 

eigenvalues of a second rank tensor, coherence [13] based on structure tensor eigenvalues, 

anisotropy based on circular variance [15] in circular statistics, or mean vector length [12, 

31] in circular statistics (as in CurveAlign). Hereafter, the name “alignment” will be used to 

simplify the term of “alignment coefficient” unless stated otherwise.

The schematic workflow for quantifying collagen alignment in a single image with 

CurveAlign is shown in Fig. 3. The details of each step will be described in Subheading 3.1. 

The graphical user interface (GUI) of CurveAlign is modular, and some functions were 

implemented in different modules, which are separate from but can be called from the main 

GUI. To process multiple images in a batch mode, if needed, the CT-FIRE (CTF), boundary 

creation, and ROI manager modules can be used to prepare the required CTF output file, 

boundary mask file, or ROI annotation file in advance, respectively. Once all the required 

files associated with each image are provided, one can simply follow the same procedure as 

that for a single image analysis to run the quantification for all of the images. Output can be 

in the form of overlaid images of the extracted fibers or curve-lets on the original image, 

table of summary statistics, heatmap showing the alignment or relative angle distribution, 

Excel files of the fiber alignment coefficient and angles, as well as others. Postprocessing 

module can combine output of CurveAlign to show combined summary statistics of the 

quantified fiber features including collagen fiber alignment and orientation.

2 Materials

2.1 Images

Collagen is typically imaged using SHG microscopy, polarized light microscopy, or dyes 

and stains in conjunction with bright-field or fluorescence microscopy [48–54]. CurveAlign 

can analyze any image file readable by MATLAB regardless of the imaging modality used to 

collect it. As SHG imaging is a label-free modality offering optical sectioning and high 

specificity and resolution, it has become a popular fibrillar collagen imaging method (see 

Chap. 27 for protocols and tips). Our group and others have widely used SHG microscopy to 

investigate collagen in a variety of tissue types including human breast cancer tissue [38] 

and human pancreatic cancer tissue [9]. Data from these two studies in.tif file format will be 

used here for a demonstration.
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2.2 Software

Download the MATLAB Runtime Compiler (MCR) and the CurveAlign software from [36] 

and follow the detailed requirements and installation instructions from the above web page. 

A user guide is also available for download: it provides detailed information for installation 

and operation.

Both stand-alone and source-code versions are freely available. The stand-alone version does 

not require a full MATLAB installation, but the user needs to install the freely available 

MATLAB MCR package (download link available at [36]). As CurveAlign requires 

significant memory use especially for big image processing or parallel computing, we only 

provide stand-alone applications for 64-bit Windows or Mac systems. These programs can 

be run on Unix as well but require code compilation for this operating system including 

Linux. The source-code version requires a full MATLAB installation including toolboxes of 

Signal Processing, Image Processing, Statistics Analysis, and Parallel Computing.

For the stand-alone version, open the software by double clicking (in Windows system) or 

right-clicking (in Mac) on the CurveAlign icon. This will launch the main GUI shown in 

Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows the GUI for CT-FIRE individual analysis that can be launched by 

clicking on the “CT-FIRE” button (labeled as 6 in Fig. 4a).

3 Methods

3.1 Collagen Fiber Analysis with CurveAlign

1. Download and install MATLAB MCR and CurveAlign (see Subheading 2.2).

2. Fiber analysis mode selection (step 1 of Fig. 3): Select the fiber analysis method 

from the drop-down menu (labeled as 1 in Fig. 4a) among the following four 

options from CFR mode (CT) and CT-FIRE mode (segments, fibers, and 

endpoints) (see Notes 1-3):

(a) CT: The curvelet transform is performed on the image(s), and each 

curvelet corresponds to an observation in the feature list. Each curvelet 

has a unique angle and position. In this case, no individual fiber is 

extracted and the curve-lets that indicate the representative locations 

and directions of fiber segments are calculated as shown in Fig. 5a.

(b) CT-FIRE segments: The output from CT-FIRE as illustrated in Fig. 5 b 

is used as the input, providing information about the fibers in the 

image. Each fiber is represented as segments with individual 

orientations and locations, and each fiber segment in the CT-FIRE 

output file corresponds to an observation in the CurveAlign feature set. 

Each segment has equal length (set at 5 pixels by default) and has a 

unique angle and position.

(c) CT-FIRE fibers: The output from CT-FIRE as illustrated in Fig. 5 b is 

used as the input, providing information about the fibers in the image. 

Each fiber center point in the CT-FIRE output file corresponds to an 

observation in the feature set. Each center point has a unique angle 
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corresponding to the average angle of the fiber. The position is the 

midpoint between the fiber endpoints by default.

(d) CT-FIRE fiber endpoints: The output from CT-FIRE as illustrated in 

Fig. 5 b is used as the input, providing information about the fibers in 

the image. Each fiber endpoint in the CT-FIRE output file corresponds 

to an observation in the feature set. Each endpoint has a unique angle 

and position. The angle corresponds to the angle of the entire fiber.

3. Determine boundary conditions (step 2 of Fig. 3): Select the boundary 

processing mode from drop-down menu (labeled as 2 in Fig. 4a) among the 

following options: No Boundary, CSV Boundary, and TIFF Boundary (see Notes 

4 and 5). For calculations of fiber angles with respect to a boundary, a 

corresponding boundary file for each image or each stack has to be provided. 

The user can follow the instructions on the screen to manually or gautomatically 

annotate either a “CSV” (comma-separated values format based, x-y coordinates) 

boundary file or a “TIFF” boundary file. The boundary files created in 

CurveAlign will be saved according to the file directory and file naming 

conventions described below.

(a) CSV boundaries: Previously stored boundary files can be used that 

contain the x-y positions of points along the boundary. CSV boundary 

files can also be manually annotated in later steps. CSV files must 

adhere to the following naming convention if they are defined outside 

CurveAlign: If the image is named “TACS-3a.jpg,” the CSV file must 

be named “boundary for TACS-3a.jpg.csv.” The boundary file must be 

in a sub-directory named “CA_Boundary.”

(b) TIFF boundaries allow for identifying whether a fiber is inside an ROI. 

Mask files are used to indicate where region boundaries are located. 

The mask files should be 8-bit image files where the inside of ROIs is 

given a value of 255 or 1 and outside a value of 0. Mask files must be 

registered with the collagen image files and therefore have the same 

dimensions as the image files. TIFF boundary files must adhere to the 

following naming convention if they are defined outside CurveAlign. If 

the image is named “1B-a5.tif,” the TIFF boundary file must be named 

“mask for 1B-a5.tif.tif.” The boundary file must be presented in a sub-

directory named “CA_Boundary”. Boundary creation module can be 

launched by clicking on the “BD Creation” button labeled as 7 in Fig. 

4a. An example of automatic TIFF boundary creation is shown in Fig. 

6.

4. Load image(s) or data file(s) (step 3 of Fig. 3): Click on “Get Image(s)” button 

(labeled as 3 in Fig. 4a) and browse to an image. Images may be single or stacks. 

If needed, select multiple images in the dialog using the technique appropriate 

for your operating system (e.g., in Windows, hold CTRL while selecting multiple 

files).
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5. Annotate the ROIs (step 4B of Fig. 3) by clicking on the “ROI Manager” button 

(labeled as 4 in Fig. 4a). Two new windows (“ROI Manager” and “CurveAlign 

ROI analysis output table”) will open. Options to delineate and annotate different 

shapes of ROI as shown in Fig. 7b are provided in the dropdown menu of the 

“ROI Manager” window (Fig. 7a) and include rectangle, polygon, ellipse, 

freehand drawing arbitrary shapes, or specified rectangle. To create an ROI, 

select the desired shape in the drop-down menu, draw the shape directly on the 

image with a drag-and-drop mouse gesture, and click on “Save ROI(s)” (or press 

the “s” key). The newly created ROI then becomes listed on the left column of 

the ROI window with the default name ROI1, ROI2, etc. (Fig. 7a). ROIs can be 

renamed, deleted, combined with other ROIs, and saved into or loaded from a 

“.mat” file, mask image file, or “.txt” file. After drawing and saving an ROI, 

press the “d” key to continue to draw ROIs, or drag the previous ROI to a new 

position to create a new ROI. If original image name is “ImageName.tif,” ROI 

file is named “ImageName_ROIs. mat” and saved in a subfolder of the image’s 

directory named “ROI_management” (see Note 6).

6. Set running parameters in the CurveAlign main window (steps 4A and 4B of Fig. 

3):

(a) If fiber extraction mode “CT” is selected, enter the “fraction of coefs to 

keep” (labeled as 9 in Fig. 4a) to use the fraction of the largest 

coefficients of CT for curvelets calculation.

(b) When calculating the angle of fibers with respect to a boundary 

(relative angle), the user can spatially restrict the area over which fibers 

are analyzed. To define this radius from the boundary line, enter the 

distance in pixels (labeled as 10 in Fig. 4a).

(c) Select the desired outputs using the check boxes at the bottom of the 

main window in Fig. 4a (labeled as 11).

7. Run the program and explore the results (step 4 of Fig. 3): For full image 

analysis, click on the “Run” button labeled as 13 at the bottom of Fig. 4a. The 

progress information is displayed in a window highlighted in green color at the 

bottom of Fig. 4a, and the output data and images will open and will be 

automatically saved in a subfolder called “CA_Out” in the directory of the 

original image(s). For ROI image analysis, click on the “ROI analysis” button 

(labeled as 5 on Fig. 4a). It will prompt a window to select the ROI analysis 

mode (see Notes 7 and 8).

8. Post-processing: This module is used to combine the output of different images 

in the same folder. In the main window, click on “Post-Processing” (labeled as 8 

on Fig. 4) to launch the post-processing module. In the “post-processing CA 

features” window, click on the “Get CA output folder” button to select the output 

folder for the processed images. Click on the “OK” button to have the combined 

output results. Among the Post-Processing Options, the default is to combine 
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“mean of all features” of each image; another useful option is “Combine feature 

files” to combine the features of all the fibers in the processed images.

9. The outputs of CurveAlign can be displayed in images, tables, and histograms 

and are mainly saved in the subfolders of “CA_ Out,” “CA_ROI,” and 

“CA_Boundary” in the format of mask image file, overlaid image, heatmap 

image, “.CSV” file, “.mat” file, and excel file. A demonstration of some typical 

outputs is shown in Fig. 8.

3.2 Analysis Time Estimates

The estimated time scale for running each step on an image with size of 1024 × 1024 pixels 

with moderate fiber density is shown below. These times are estimates and depend on the 

size of the file, the particular CurveAlign features deployed, the central processing unit 

(CPU) type, and the amount of random-access memory (or RAM) a user has available.

• CurveAlign CRF mode for fiber representation: a few seconds

• CurveAlign CT-FIRE mode for fiber extraction: ~100 s

• CurveAlign boundary analysis: tens of seconds

3.3 Anticipated Results

We conducted tests on computer-generated artificial fibers, different types of SHG images, 

and polarized light microscope images. By comparing the orientation and alignment 

calculated by CurveAlign to real values generated by computer program, manually measured 

values by a panel of experts, or the values computed by Orientation J under certain 

conditions, we found that, in most cases, CurveAlign yields statistically reliable results that 

have a good correlation to results yielded from other approaches (comparison not shown 

here).

3.4 Advantages and Limitations

The main advantages of the CurveAlign software platform include: (1) Its capability to 

directly track or represent fibers or fiber segments and make the fiber tracking results visible 

to the user. This trait is particularly useful to provide direct fiber-wise alignment analysis. 

(2) It allows relative orientation measurements against boundaries that can be manually or 

automatically created by the tool itself. (3) It is a comprehensive platform that can meet 

different needs of collagen quantification for images, stacks, and ROIs and is suitable for 

high-throughput collagen analysis.

Meanwhile, there have been some limitations or challenges for each of the two fiber analysis 

modes CT-FIRE and CFR. While the CT-FIRE mode can provide the most complete 

information for each individual fiber and can be applied to most images with large 

heterogeneities in terms of contrast and noise level, there are three major challenges for the 

CT-FIRE mode: (1) The software has difficulty to extract an intact fiber (especially those 

having curvy shapes and varying intensities along their length) from a dense fiber network. 

The tracking of such a long curvy fiber may end up with a few fiber segments along the fiber 

propagation direction. In order to overcome this issue, the local pixel-wise orientation and 
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anisotropy information (that can be readily calculated as described in other approaches [11–

16]) can be combined to form a fiber. Alternatively, other techniques [28] such as those 

based on energy minimization along the fiber extension can be adapted to the current fiber 

extracting algorithm. In practice, if the orientation of individual fibers is not of interest, this 

issue is not actually a problem. In CurveAlign, the CT-FIRE segment mode can be selected 

as the fiber analysis method, which theoretically would yield comparable results to other 

applicable methods. (2) If fiber thicknesses vary a lot in an image, either the thinnest or the 

thickest fibers have to be compromised to some extent since only fibers whose thicknesses 

are within a fixed searching range can be accessed in the current fiber propagation 

algorithm. The fiber tracking strategy algorithm can be adapted to consider fiber thickness at 

different scales by adding fiber edge or ridge detection with automatic scale selection [55]. 

(3) The fiber tracking algorithm is computationally demanding, and it may take a much 

longer time than most derivative-or transform-based tools. The speed issue will need to be 

properly addressed before the program can perform real-time image processing or analysis 

of very large images (e.g., 10,000 × 10,000 pixels). Options include simplifying the fiber 

tracking algorithm to make it faster and combining ROI analysis (by automatically dividing 

image to smaller tilts) and parallel computing. These options will be investigated in future 

versions of the software. Of note, we have enabled parallel computing in CT-FIRE mode. 

Although this addition cannot reduce the processing time for each image, it allows the 

computer to process multiple images simultaneously depending on how many CPU cores in 

the computer are available for running CurveAlign, allowing for more rapid batch analysis 

of many images.

The CFR mode can directly find optimal representation of fiber edges using curvelets 

without any additional edge detection algorithms (that might be needed for derivative-or 

transform-based methods). The CFR mode operates at a similar time scale to derivative-or 

transform-based methods, which means it runs much faster than fiber tracking algorithms 

like CT-FIRE. However, in the current version of CT-FIRE (version 2.0), there are two major 

limitations. (1) It cannot be applied to images with a large variation in contrast. The program 

tends to bias toward fibers with highest intensities. A practical solution is using the ROI 

manager to annotate regions with even contrast for analysis and check the overlay results to 

make sure the extracted fiber edge matches the visual inspection. (2) It only uses the 

curvelets in one scale to characterize fiber edges and may not be able to faithfully represent 

all the fibers at different scales of thickness. In the current tool, we can set the scale relative 

to a specific thickness and set different group radius to group curvelets belonging to the 

same fiber, which can partially resolve this issue. A future solution would be to develop a 

strategy to combine the fiber information at different scales or do automatic scale selection 

[12] when calculating local curvelets orientation.

3.5 Troubleshooting and Practical Tips

Parallel computing techniques can be used for the CT-FIRE mode, which can save 

significant fiber extraction time for a batch of images. In some situations (e.g., for images 

with acceptable contrast), the CFR mode is equivalent to “CT-FIRE segments” option.
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3.5.1 Adjust Parameters in CFR Mode—Some advanced settings can be selected by 

clicking on the “Advanced” button (labeled as 12 in Fig. 4a) and make changes to 

corresponding values, including:

1. The radius of grouping the curvelets, which is largely determined by the range of 

fiber thickness. The larger the grouping radius, the fewer curvelets can be 

displayed.

2. Scale: the default scale to be analyzed in CT-FIRE mode is the second finest 

scale. However, depending on the primary thickness the fiber and the image size, 

the scale can be set to a coarser scale, like the third finest scale, the fourth finest 

scale, etc.

3. Control of the alignment or relative angle heatmap. There are three related 

parameters, i.e., heatmap standard deviation filter for the no-boundary case, 

heatmap square max filter size, and heatmap Gaussian disc filter sigma. To do an 

accurate quantitative comparison of the heatmap, e.g., counting the number of 

pixels of different colors, those three parameters have to be set constant between 

analyses.

3.5.2 Adjust Parameters in CT-FIRE Mode—The primary parameters to be adjusted 

are the background intensity (named “thresh_im2” in the parameter setting window) and the 

searching radius (named “s_xlinkbox” in the parameter setting window) to find the center 

line of a fiber. The background threshold is associated with the noise level: the larger the 

threshold, the less collagen information remains. The searching radius is associated with the 

range of fiber thicknesses: the larger the value, the fewer of the smaller fibers information 

can be extracted. There are other parameters that can be used to find the optimal fiber 

extraction or representation. However, their effects on the final assessment of the alignment 

are minor and in most cases are negligible.

3.5.3 Using Boundaries—The automatic boundary creation is based on corresponding 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained slide data (and not the primary SHG data) to best 

visualize the tumor boundary (Fig. 6). This gives the best result to calculate the angle of 

collagen fibers with respect to a tumor boundary (relative angle). The current version is 

optimized for H&E-stained human breast samples (with the corresponding SHG) but can be 

used for other epithelial cancers. The automatic boundary creation is needed to have a map 

of tumor locations, which includes image color enhancement, color segmentation, finding 

nuclei and grouping them, and removing unwanted regions. Due to having two steps of color 

enhancement in this algorithm, it should be robust for variations in stain hue or imaging 

systems. To improve the accuracy of the segmentation, a white balancing as a pre-processing 

step sometimes can help.

The segmentation process requires the bright-field H&E image be registered to the SHG 

image in the beginning. The registration algorithm includes several steps: first, enhancing 

the colors using decorrelation stretch [49]; second, extracting the collagen-like structure 

from the bright-field image by color separation; and third, registering the image from step 

two to the SHG image using an iterative algorithm at different scales. As a rule of thumb, for 
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the best results from the registration algorithm, the fields of view of the two images 

shouldn’t differ by more than 10%, and the SHG signal intensity shouldn’t be too weak.

When boundaries are used as part of the analysis, CurveAlign computes up to two relative 

angles per observation. The first is the nearest point angle and the second is the intersection 

point angle. The nearest point angle is the relative angle between the observation point and 

the tangent angle of the region boundary at the point nearest to the observation point. The 

intersection point angle is the relative angle between the observation point and the 

intersection point of the fiber, interpolated out a user-defined distance, and a boundary. For 

most applications in breast cancer, for example, nearest point angle is the preferred one.

3.5.4 Addttional Tips.—For the alignment quantification, in particular for fiber-based 

or ROI-based ones, the number of fiber or fiber segments should be larger than ten to yield a 

statistically robust measurement. Although the alignment coefficient and mean of 

orientations or angles are the main metrics used for quantifying fibrillar collagen alignment, 

CurveAlign also outputs other orientation-related metrics such as the variance, standard 

deviation, median, skewness, Kurtosis, etc. to characterize the distribution or dispersion of 

collagen fiber orientations. These provide additional useful information for some potential 

applications.

Visual inspection of the output images, which includes extracted fibers or curvelets overlaid 

on the original image, enables the user to assess the results for any image without the need 

for comparing against a ground truth. In addition, we can compare the statistics change by 

adjusting the primary parameters mentioned above. In many cases we tested, the alignment 

or orientation did not have significant change if the visual inspection is properly conducted.

3.6 Future Directions

For the current version of the CurveAlign platform (which includes software versions 

CurveAlign 4.0 and CT-FIRE 2.0), there are several improvements that we would like to 

make, many of them already mentioned above. Much of future development will be focused 

on usability, particularly in making it easier to run each mode and to be more modular. This 

will entail combining the functionality of CurveAlign and CT-FIRE more than it currently is, 

ideally into one common program. We also need to continue to improve the speed and 

performance of analysis. This will include exploring the better use of parallelization and 

possible deployment of graphics processing units. We also have plans to improve the image 

processing capabilities of CurveAlign by linking it to our Bio-Formats [56] and ImageJ 

efforts [32, 57, 58]. This need for image processing will also address a biological need to 

better track cells and tumor changes with the collagen alignment. This type of cell and fiber 

analysis can be used with machine learning approaches such as the WEKA toolkit in ImageJ 

[59]. We also are actively using and developing the CurveAlign platform to quantitate other 

properties of collagen organization such as length, width, straightness, and density. Another 

future development based on biological imaging need is adding support for three-

dimensional quantitation of collagen. To date, the majority of the reported collagen analysis 

studies are of 2D sections out of 3D image stacks. As imaging work continues to 

characterize the role of collagen, there are likely to be studies that characterize collagen in 
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3D, including changes in collagen fiber between focal planes. We plan on adding true 3D 

support to our platform to accommodate such analysis. Additional feature requests can be 

made by any user at the CurveAlign website.

4. Notes

1. CFR mode is usually applicable to images without a large variation in contrast. 

Options in CT-FIRE mode are applicable to situations where individual fibers are 

most concerned and can be used to analyze images of any contrast. Importantly, 

the accuracy of the CT-FIRE mode is influenced by the complexity of fiber 

networks and not as efficient as the CFR mode (also see Subheading 3.5). CFR 

mode can be used to screen images with any type of collagen network.

2. There are default parameters for both CFR mode and CT-FIRE mode. Although 

most of those parameters are suitable for many images, optimal parameters can 

be set according to the image contrast, image size, fiber thickness distribution, 

and collagen density distribution as discussed in Subheading 3.5.

3. For CFR mode, the fraction of coefficient to keep (labeled as 9 in Fig. 4a) is 

usually the only parameter to be adjusted to represent the most prominent fibers. 

In general, the smaller the image size is, the larger this parameter is. For CT-

FIRE mode, the .mat file generated by CT-FIRE must be in the subfolder 

“ctFIREout” of the original image. To launch the CT-FIRE module as shown in 

Fig. 4b, click the CT-FIRE button (labeled as 6 in Fig. 4a). After clicking on 

“Open File(s)” button (labeled as 3 in Fig. 4b) to load image, click the “Update” 

button (labeled as 4 in Fig. 4b) to confirm or update default parameters. Some 

practical tips to adjust the parameters can be seen in Subheading 3.5. Click on 

“RUN” button (labeled as 5 in Fig. 4b) to run CT-FIRE fiber extraction, and the 

progress information will be displayed in both the information window 

highlighted in green color at the bottom of Fig. 4b and in the command window. 

To run CT-FIRE on multiple images, first check on the “Batch” box (labeled as 1 

in Fig. 4b), and optionally, check on the “Parallel” box (labeled as 2 in Fig. 4b) 

to enable parallel computing.

4. No boundaries: Fibers will be compared to each other, but not to a boundary.

5. CSV boundary is an open boundary and is only used for CT mode, and only one 

boundary can be defined in this boundary condition. Alternatively, the TIFF 

boundary condition can contain one or more boundaries and can replace the CSV 

boundary if it is carefully annotated and thus is a preferred option for most 

applications.

6. If ROI analysis is desired, after images are loaded, click on the “ROI manager” 

button (4 in Fig. 4a) to launch ROI manager window (Fig. 7a) to define an ROI 

for each image, update a previously defined ROI, or load ROI files defined in 

other tools (such as Fiji or ImageJ) in the format of mask image file or “.txt” file.

7. If the full image has already been analyzed by either CT-FIRE mode or CFR 

mode, choosing “ROI post-processing” will extract the features from the 
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processed output. (CT-FIRE mode only supports ROI post-processing in the 

current version).

8. If the full image has not been analyzed, CurveAlign can be applied to the 

specified ROI for analysis in CFR mode. If the ROI is of rectangular shape, 

which is the most commonly used shape, we recommend choosing the option 

“CA on cropped rectangular ROI.” For all other shapes, choose the option “CA 

on mask with ROI of any shape.” As described in Subheading 3.5, full image 

analysis in CFR mode tends to be biased toward fibers with higher intensity. ROI 

analysis in CFR mode can focus fiber alignment analysis on a smaller region 

with improved fiber representation.
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Fig. 1. 

An example of using CT-FIRE mode without the boundary mode of CurveAlign for both full 

image and ROI analyses in pancreatic tissue. The top row shows the SHG image from 

different types of pancreatic tissue. The middle row shows the CT-FIRE extracted fibers 

highlighted by different colored lines for the purpose of contrast, which are overlaid upon 

the SHG image. The bottom row is the “Overlay” image generated by CurveAlign showing 

the location (red dots) and orientation (green lines) of the extracted fibers as well as the 

annotated ROI overlaid upon the SHG image. The quantification of the full image and the 

representative ROI are displayed in the format of “mean orientation/alignment” at the top 

left corner of the middle row and bottom row, respectively. Both full image-based and ROI-

based quantifications show that collagen fibers are more aligned in malignant ducts (Grade 

1–3) than in normal and benign ducts. Default parameters were used here. Image size is 

1024 × 1024 pixels, and ROI size is 256 × 256 pixels. The scale bar at the top left column 

indicates 50 μm, and all images are shown at the same scale
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Fig. 2. 

An example of using CurveAlign to quantify relative angle and ROI-based alignment on 

breast cancer tissue microarray. The first column shows the SHG image (in yellow) overlaid 

on the bright-field H&E image with four rectangular ROI annotations (in yellow) (top), the 

orientations and locations of extracted fibers using CT-FIRE mode (in green color) with four 

ROI annotations (in magenta) overlaid on the SHG image (in gray) (middle), and four 

rectangular ROI annotations (in yellow) overlaid on the SHG image (in gray) (bottom), 

respectively. The remaining four columns from left to right show the cropped images of the 

four ROIs, where for the ones in the top row, ROI name as well as its mean relative angle 

and ROI-based alignment in the format of “ROI name: mean relative angle/ROI alignment.” 

In the middle row, the blue line is used to associate the center of fiber extracted by CT-FIRE 

with the corresponding boundary locations, and the red line shows the fibers located either 

beyond the distance range or within the boundary. In the bottom row, the locations and 

orientations of fiber segments analyzed by CFR mode were indicated by red dots and green 

lines. From the figure, we can see that fibers in ROI 1 and ROI 3 are both well aligned, but 

there are more fibers in ROI 3 that are more perpendicularly aligned with respect to the 

tumor boundary. The boundary creation parameter is the same as in Fig. 6, i.e., pixel per 

micron ratio was set to 2; fiber extraction in CT-FIRE used default settings; the distance 

parameter was set to 250 pixels; the fraction of kept curvelets is set to 0.06. The image size 

is 2048 × 2048 pixels, and the sizes of ROI are identically set to 128 × 128 pixels. The scale 

bar for the full size image at the first column of the first row indicates 100 μm, scale bar for 
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the ROI image at the second column of the first row indicates 25 μm, and all images either 

full size images or ROIs are shown at the same scale
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Fig. 3. 

Schematic workflow of quantifying collagen alignment using CurveAlign for a single image. 

For the images in step 4, the fiber location and orientation were highlighted by red dots and 

green lines, respectively; the red lines indicate the fibers are out of the interested region. For 

[4B], there are two types of ROI analysis, type 1 ([4Ba]) can directly run CFR mode on the 

annotated ROI, but type 2 [4Bb] needs to run a full image analysis first either in CFR mode 

or in CT-FIRE mode. CTF, CT-FIRE; CFR, curvelets fiber representation; BD, with 

boundary; no BD, without boundary; FULL, full image analysis; and ROI, ROI analysis. 
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The scale bar shown in the image at the top middle column indicates 50 μm, and all images 

are shown at the same scale
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Fig. 4. 

Graphical user interface of CurveAlign (a) and CT-FIRE (b)
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Fig. 5. 

Two fiber analysis modes in CurveAlign: (a) representative curvelets used in CFR mode; (b) 

extracted individual fibers used in CT-FIRE. This image of a relatively low-resolution 

portion of a breast tissue microarray illustrates the ability of the CurveAlign platform to 

extract fibers even when the fibers are relatively low signal to noise ratio but also 

demonstrates the difference between the two modes in fiber extraction. In (a), the red dots 

show the fiber location and green lines show the orientation. In (b), extracted fibers are 

displayed in different colored lines. CFR mode (a) indicates the most prominent fibers but 

does not provide individual fiber extraction as in CT-FIRE mode (b), which instead provides 

the information for entire fibers. CFR mode missed some fibers in the region annotated in 

red ellipse in (a) where fibers have relative lower intensity values. For the fiber analysis 

here, all parameters were kept as default ones except that, in CFR mode, the fraction of kept 

curvelet was set to 0.06. The image size is 512 pixels x 512 pixels. The scale bar at the upper 

left corner of (a) indicates 50 μm, and all images are shown at the same scale
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Fig. 6. 

Automatic tumor boundary creation for a breast cancer TMA core. The bright-field H&E 

image (a) is coregistered with the SHG image (b), and the boundary mask image (c) is 

created from segmentation of the H&E image. The boundaries were detected and overlaid on 

the SHG image (d). The only necessary parameter to be input for the segmentation is the 

pixel per micron ratio of the image (set to 2 in this image). The scale bar at the upper left 

corner of (a) indicates 100 μm, and all images are shown at the same scale
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Fig. 7. 

Screenshot of the ROI manager being used to annotate different shapes of ROIs. (a) ROI 

manager user interface; and (b) ROI output figure
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Fig. 8. 

Demonstration of typical outputs of CurveAlign: (1) The top row shows the relative angle 

(with respect to a boundary) using fibers extracted in CT-FIRE mode, the left column of this 

row shows that the blue line is used to associate the center of the fiber extracted by CT-FIRE 

with the corresponding boundary location, and the red line is used to show the fibers located 

either beyond the distance range or within the boundary; the heatmap at the middle column 

uses red color to indicate larger relative angles, and the histogram at the right column shows 

the distribution of the relative angle of fibers within the range of 0 to 90°; (2) the middle row 
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shows the angle (with respect to the horizontal) measurement with CFR mode, and the left 

column of this row uses a red dot to indicate the center of fiber segments and a green line to 

indicate the fiber orientation at that point; the heatmap at the middle column uses red color 

to indicate well aligned fiber regions, and the histogram at the right column shows the 

distribution of the angles within the range of 0 to 180°; and (3) the bottom row shows ROI 

analysis based on the result from the CFR results shown in the middle row. Two magenta 

rectangular ROIs are annotated on the SHG image at the first column of this row, the 

histograms of angles within these two ROIs are displayed at the middle and right columns. 

Both the mean angle and alignment coefficient are listed below each histogram except that 

alignment is not calculated based on the relative angle data. The boundaries were cropped 

from the mask image shown in Fig. 6; fiber extraction in CT-FIRE used default settings; the 

distance parameter was set to 250 pixels; the fraction of kept curvelets is set to 0.06, the 

image size is 512 × 512 pixels, and the sizes of ROI are identically set to 128 × 128 pixels. 

The scale bar at the upper left corner of the top row indicates 50 μm, and all images are 

shown at the same scale
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